Premiere PS-PURUF Installation Instructions
PS-PURUF Ultrafiltration System Operating Conditions
Operating temperature

Min 40°F / Max 100°F

Operating pressure

Min 30 psi / Max 85 psi

pH parameters

Min 6 / Max 10

Flow rate

1 - 1.5 GPM (dependent on water pressure and water temperature)
•

Maintenance Schedule
•

Flush the ultrafiltration (UF) membrane at least once per month. Flushing the
membrane more frequently may be required depending on your water conditions. (Read
more on page 6). Replace UF membrane every 2 - 3 years.
Replace both the 0.5 micron carbon block lead reduction filters (PS-PURUF-RC) in the
filter housings once per year.

Installation Diagram
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What’s Included
All options of the PS-PURUF include:
PS-PURUF system (arrives pre-assembled)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 x metal bracket
1 x membrane housing with flush valve (mounted on top of the bracket)
1 x ultrafiltration membrane (PS-PURUF-MEM) – already installed inside membrane housing
2 x ⅜” quick-connect stem elbow fitting on membrane housing – already connected
1 x ⅜” blue tubing connecting filter housing and membrane – already connected
2 x filter housings (mounted below the bracket)
2 x ⅜” quick-connect x ⅜” MPT connector – already screwed into housings
1 x ⅜” threaded nipple – already screwed in to connect filter the housings
2 x AMF-CBCPB2 0.5 micron carbon block lead reduction filter – already installed inside filter housings

2 x piece of ⅜” blue tubing
1 x piece of ¼” black or red tubing
1 x drain saddle parts bag containing:
• 1 x drain clamp front plate with fitting
• 1 x drain clamp back plate
• 2 x ¼” screws
• 2 x ¼” nuts
• 1 x foam gasket
1 x filter wrench
If you purchased the faucet included option you will also receive:
1 x faucet box containing
• 1 x drinking faucet
• Installation hardware (steel washers, rubber washer, nut, hose fitting)
• Installation instructions are printed on box
1 x ⅜” angle stop adaptor

If you purchased the “no faucet” option you will need to supply your own fittings / connections to plug the provided
⅜” blue tubing into your feed water supply and the desired faucet / dispensing device. Some of the instructions that
follow may not be applicable to your plumbing situation. Please consult a plumbing professional if in doubt.
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Pre-Installation
Location. Determine the location of where you want to install the PS-PURUF. The PS-PURUF filtration module should
be placed on the most easily accessible wall in the cabinet for quick, trouble-free service.
For the drinking faucet location (if installing one), make sure it’s in a convenient spot that will have a neat, no mess
water fall pattern.
Preparation. To prepare for installing the PS-PURUF, remove items from underneath the sink. Shut off the cold water
and turn on the existing sink faucet to let any pressure out of the cold line only.

Simple Instructions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Turn off the cold water at the angle stop valve
Connect the angle stop adaptor (feed water valve)
Position the PS-PURUF system
Mount the drinking faucet (if you are installing one)
Connect the PS-PURUF system to the drinking faucet
• Insert one end of the blue ⅜” filter tube into the Quick Connect fitting on the angle stop adaptor
• Insert the other end of the same blue tube into the 90° elbow of the ultrafiltration (UF) membrane
• Insert the second blue ⅜” filter tube into the Quick Connect fitting in the outlet of the post-filter housing
• Connect the other end of the same blue tubing to the drinking faucet
6. Install the drain saddle and connect the PS-PURUF system to the drain saddle
7. Slowly turn water back on and check for any leaks around the connections (tighten connections if needed)

Comprehensive Instructions
Step 1: Turn off the cold water at the angle stop valve.
Ensure that the cold water is turned off throughout installation. The cold water shut-off is at the angle stop valve.
There might be a round plastic handle or an oblong metal handle.
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Step 2: Connect the angle stop adaptor (feed water valve)
If there is a 3/8” connection on the angle stop that
connects to the cold water line, install the angle stop
adaptor to the cold water line as seen in the illustration
below. Hand tighten all connections, and check for leaks
when you turn back on the water in step 7.

If there is no 3/8” connection on the angle stop that
connects to the cold water line, install the angle stop
adaptor to the cold water line as seen in the illustration
below. Hand tighten all connections, and check for leaks
when you turn back on the water in step 7.

Please note that we only supply the ⅜” angle stop adaptor for options where the drinking faucet is supplied by us. Other
components in the above illustration are typically existing in most plumbing situations, however if they are not present, you will
need to provide them yourself.

In other situations:
• If the shut-off valve has the round plastic handle, then the angle stop adaptor will not fit here. Follow
the tubing all the way up to where it attaches to the drinking faucet and install the water supply
adaptor. Hand tighten all connections, and check for leaks when you turn back on the water in step 7.
• If all the plumbing is hidden inside the wall, follow the tubing all the way up to where it attaches to the
drinking faucet and install the angle stop valve. Hand tighten all connections, and check for leaks when
you turn back on the water in step 7.
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Step 3: Position the PS-PURUF system
1. Determine the desired location for the PS-PURUF system (this is usually on the right hand side of the sink).
2. You can leave the system standing upright on the floor (no mounting required), or using the bracket and screws
provided, mount the bracket to the side wall. If mounting, keep it far enough away from the back wall so that you
can attach the blue tubing that will be coming out of the unit.

Step 4: Mount the drinking faucet if you are installing one. If not, proceed to step 5.
If you need to drill a hole for the drinking faucet: Depending on your countertop or sink material, we recommend
using a ½” drill bit and to follow your countertop or sink manufacturers’ instructions for drilling holes. Safety glasses
should be worn to protect your eyes.
Select the drinking faucet location. Make sure it will have a neat water fall pattern and that the faucet stud will be
accessible from below once the hole is drilled.
If your PS-PURUF system included a faucet from us, please refer to the faucet box for faucet installation instructions
and a diagram.

Steps 5: Connect the PS-PURUF system to the drinking faucet
Insert one end of the ⅜” blue tubes into the Quick Connect fitting on the angle stop adaptor. Insert the tubing until it
comes to a stop.
Tip: If you want to keep excess tubing to a minimum, you can cut the tubing to a length that suits your situation.
Before cutting any tubing please ensure you will have a enough to fully insert it into the other fitting. We recommend
that after inserting one end of the tubing into the fitting hold out the tube to measure to the other connection point,
leave an extra 2”, mark the cut location with a pen or marker, and then safely and squarely cut the tubing.
Insert the other end of the same ⅜” blue feed water tube into the open 90° elbow on the ultrafiltration membrane.
The UF membrane is on top of the system.
Insert one end of the second blue ⅜” filter tube into the Quick Connect fitting in the outlet of the post-filter housing
(the housing on the right hand side if looking at the unit straight on).
Tip: Again, feel free to measure and trim excess tubing at this point – just make sure you will have enough to fully
insert into the other fitting.

Connect the other end of the same ⅜” blue feed water tube to the drinking faucet
Tip: If you ever need to remove the tubing from the quick connect fitting, compress the nylon ring on the connector
with your fingers or a ⅜” wrench then remove the tubing.
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Step 6: Install the drain saddle and connect the PS-PURUF system to the drain saddle.
The drain saddle provided fits standard sized 1 ½” – 1 ¾” drain pipes.
1. Apply the foam gasket to the inside of the
drain clamp front plate. Remove the sticky
tape backing and stick it on to match the
hole on the drain clamp front plate.
Remove the hole cut out too.
2. Drill a ¼” hole through the drain pipe at
least 2” above the S portion of the of Ptrap to allow for the removal of the P-trap.
3. Assemble the drain saddle around the
drain pipe. Position foam gasket over the
pipe hole you just drilled. Tip: Insert a
small Phillips screw driver into the Quick
Connect fitting opening on the drain clamp
front plate and align with the drilled hole
in drain pipe. Use a Phillips screw driver to
tighten the screws evenly and securely on
both sides of the drain saddle. Over
tightening the screws may break drain
saddle. Screw on nuts.
4. Plug in the ¼” black or red tube coming
from the PS-PURUF to the drain saddle
quick connect fitting on the drain clamp
front plate. Be sure to keep the flush ball
valve in off position when system is in
service.

Step 7: Slowly turn water back on and check for any leaks around the connections
(tighten connections if needed).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Make sure all connections are secure.
Slowly turn on water at the angle stop valve.
Watch for leaks.
If no leaks are present, open the angle stop valve fully.
Your new PS-PURUF system is ready to use. It’s important to make sure you regularly flush the membrane (see
page 6) and replace the filters and membrane on time (also see page 6).
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Premiere PS-PURUF System Maintenance
When to Flush the Ultrafiltration Membrane
The ultrafiltration membrane should be flushed on a regular basis to ensure longest membrane life. How often you
flush the membrane will depend on your water conditions. The ultrafiltration membrane should be flushed at least
once per month, and some users may find they need to flush it a few times a month, weekly, or even daily.
In general, you will know it is time to flush the membrane when there is noticeable a drop in water pressure (but
your incoming water pressure has not changed).

How to Flush the Ultrafiltration Membrane
Turn the valve on the outlet-side of the UF membrane. A small amount of water will be discharged while the valve is
open. Leave open for up to 15 seconds and then close.

When to Replace the Ultrafiltration Membrane
• Change the ultrafiltration membrane once every 2 – 3 years
• The replacement ultrafiltration membrane is called the PS-PURUF-MEM – it’s available on our website.

When to Replace the Filters
• Change both the 0.5 micron carbon lead reduction filters once per year or every 2,000 gallons (whichever comes
first).
• The replacement filter kit for the PS-PURUF system is called the PS-PURUF-RC- it’s available on our website and
contains both filters you need.

How to Change the PS-PURUF-RC Filters in the Filter Housings
1. Turn off water to the system at the feed water valve.
2. Unscrew the filter housings.
3. Remove the old filters.
4. Install a new cartridge into each housing.
5. Screw back on the filter housings.
6. Ensure all connections are secure and that the housings are fully tightened, then turn back on water at the feed
water valve.
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